
 

MT206H Full Hydraulic Single Drum Vibratory Compactor Roller

SMALL CAPACITY 6T ROAD ROLLER MACHINE

FOR ROAD PAVEMENT MACHINE

MT206h FULL HYDRAULIC TIRE COMBINED VIBRATORY ROLLER has more obvious advantage in
maneuverability, reliability, driving, the effects of compaction, and maintenance convenience and so
on, and adopted famous brand engine, lower oil consumption, higher efficiency. The aircraft optimum
compaction work of base layer, is the construction of highways, airports, ports, dam and other
projects of ideal compaction equipment. The advanced hydraulic system and dynamic system of
perfect match, ensure the machine superior performance, the efficiency of compaction is improved
effectively. After the machine appearance is beautiful and easy, lift streamline type hood, the
maintenance more convenient. Bridge according to the principle of ergonomics, humanized design,
equipped with large area glass, there is a wider, ensure safe driving and working efficiency of the
driver. Advanced braking system, ensure the various circumstances of braking, ensure the operation
safety.

Drum Road Roller Applications: Compacting and repairing the general road base and asphalt
pavement in highway, city road, inter-city and township road, sports and other industrial site and so
on.

Smooth Wheel Roller Main Features
1 . Front and rear drum hydraulic drive, two-speed range and stepless speed change.
2 . Rear smooth tread tire hydraulic drive, with differential function, long working life,
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good sealing compacting efficiency.
3 . Front steel drum hydraulic vibration, with great exciting force and good compacting performance.
4 . Hydraulic steering, articulated frame with flexible operation.
5 . Equipped with electric control pressurized water spraying system, high volume anti-corrosive
water tank.
6 . Hydraulic service brake, electronic self-locking parking brake, safe and reliable.
7 . Front fork and back support optimized design, small vision blind area to compact the road
shoulder very closely.
8 . The front cover can be turned up in a big angel for easily maintenance.
9 . Equipped with imported famous brand hydraulic components with reliable performance.
10. A trailer is provided for convenient transportation.
11. Imported engines are for your option.

Product link：https://www.mitnikmachine.com/?p=1182
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